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CHILDHOOD MEMORIES
By
                                     Salvador Ortiz-Carboneres
  
TOUS

Dawn in the little town of Tous. From Grandmother's house high up on the hill you could get a view of the whole town stretching down the valley. Through it ran the river Júcar like a thin, curvetting stream of light. The river wound right down from the mountains above, gushing down forcefully into a full deep stream by the wall around the church on its banks. There its course altered; head bowed, it veered gracefully past like a dancer, hugging the bank as if leaning into the bend to keep its balance. The valley showed itself full in its colours. Dark grey rocks nestled down alongside of the white, red-roofed houses. The brown church stood, embedded in the stony earth like a watcher whose feet have been grown over by the roots of grass and bush. The greens of trees in the orchards on the far side of the village and over the river set off the bright electric blue skies of a southern climate. 
The little town had straggled up on the left bank of the river, on its outward curve. The valley was so narrow that houses seemed to climb vertically up the mountain, resting in places. The main church entrance opened out and down a slope to the square where people passed, hailing each other like neighbours. A single inn - the only one in the village - stood there, its tables and chairs outside and in. The chemist, the doctor and the hairdresser all operated from there. A belfry rose above the roof tops, grand and important. Occasionally a stork built its nest there near the weathervane which topped the tower, as if in a gesture of humour.
 
Downriver, away from the church, an old barge swayed and rocked in the rippling water tied by the painter on a long, drooping line to a muddy post ashore. The early morning breeze whistled in the reeds, invigorating, cool; the fierce and burning sun was beginning to filter through a haze of cloud in sharp contrasts of light and mist. One of those days was beginning, days peculiar to these sheltered, lovely parts of Spain. 
The bells began to sound across the valley, across the town, beating out five o'clock. Slowly, as if awakening from sleep, life stirred in the town. The shrieking sounds of hinge and the grating of locks - windows, doors, opening, opening wide: footsteps crunching the gravel, the snicker of horses, the flurry of chickens in yards, clucking over grain. Everyone was up and the women were making breakfast. When the men had eaten they all left and went out in the fields. It was glorious to see the women in black wearing large white straw hats over brightly coloured scarves bobbing about among the rows of purple-green vines, hands coming in view now and then loaded with big green juicy transparent shiny grapes. 
Grandfather often went out into the vineyards, joking with the women, who according to him, worked better than men, but in balance, lost heaps of time yattering among themselves. 
"And how do you think they're ever going to do a stroke if you're always out there flattering them? They don't respect it." Grandmother used to say to him. 
"You're too familiar. It doesn't do you know ...” (not expecting him to listen) 
"But don't you always wave it about that you have to treat your people with affection? They then can have the respect." 
"Your affection is more like familiarity!" 
The harvest was fair that year so Grandfather promised that when everything was out of the way, paellas would be made in the house on the hill. Everyone acclaimed the idea with joy; everyone - except for Grandmother:
 
"Paellas does he think! And without any help at all! No servants, no help! The man has gone mad!" 
"Don't you worry so; we'll get Marta to give us a hand for the day." Natalia pacified her. 
A little after this the harvest was all finished up and the workers, all in their best and brightest, came to call at the house on the hill to eat the promised paellas. 
Grandmother had been busy with ingredients since the crack of dawn - or almost. She peeled, scrubbed, washed, cut, roasted, made salads, fetched wine from the cellars - made she indispensable, supervising everything, from the cooking of chickens and rabbits to the seating of guests. She was a bustle of activity. When they all began to arrive three large frying pans were balanced on an iron grate heated by a fire of dead vine wood. The smells! The colours! The activity! The noise! When the veggies were fried chunks of meat were scraped from the dicing boards and fell in the tasty mess - Plop. Plop. Plop. - Now and then gouts of oil would spurt in the air, hot and juicy. Then the rice was ladled in big white mounds on silver spoons; next, the broth to which was added a pinch or so of flaky saffron for that extra bite only given by true paella made at home. The taste buds were well and truly active by this time in anticipation of a feast. Smells twined and mingled. 
Two black ebony tables were pushed together, doilies were laid and on top the long-awaited paellas. Everyone began to eat with their spoons from the nearest one. Salad dishes were interposed between the main and wine in carafe from the cellar was there in quantities to wash it all down smoothly. Grandmother watched with serene approval and soon unvarnished delight as dishes emptied, guests leaned back to converse, and a general happy atmosphere took the house by storm. 
Songs were sung to a guitar, rhythmic and now mournful, now joyous; everything was varied and content; no-one was left out; it was an occasion. Very late in the afternoon, people began to leave, lyrical and happy on the wine, appreciative of the trouble taken on the meal. Ceremonially all thanked the indefatigable Grandmother, asking cheekily whether there would not be a repeat occasion next year! Some women offered to help wash up, but Grandmother declined: 
"Thank you, no. My guests never wash up in this house.” Grandfather avoided her eye. 
When everyone had left, the three women collected the debris, wiped the patio down and washed up. 
It was getting dark by the time they'd come to the end and everyone was tired but still full. It was decided that bed was best, without any dinner. Of course, little Miguel, wandering from group to group had partaken without Grandmother's noticing in all that flurry, and had fallen dead asleep long before mealtime. Over the fields, the Cicadas' loud high-pitched song filled the air. 

















SCHOOL
Miguelín started school at Doña Rosita's. She was about fifty or more, and looked like a tree owl, but nice as custard pie. 
"Now this is an intelligent child," she would half-speak and half-sigh at large, her voice riding up and down the syllables like inflated cushions "but naughty!" - and she seemed to whistle from her perch and behind her spectacles her big eyes shone. 
The town schooling took place in her house right by the church. The largest room was disguised as a classroom. Variously sized tables masqueraded as desks, cane-topped and basket weave nestling under thick tree-trunk-like monsters of solid mahogany and dark, heavy wooden curved legs rested on the floor beside thin, reedy bamboo stick-legs. 
A monstrously-long and rectangular, worn blackboard with the original wood showing through decorated an entire wall. The inevitable crucifix hung overshadowing everything and everyone conspicuously out of reach. 
This comprised the basic equipment; as for the children, they ranged variously in age from four to about thirteen. Reading and writing were taught. The rudiments of numbers and their mysterious ways; scraps of geography and the muddles and mistakes of history - something about Columbus, the Catholic Kings of Spain, the Colonies of former days ... 
But what was most to Doña Rosita's taste was religion. 
Miguelín didn't really take to it all. He'd rather stay at home any day and play in the attic. So, logically enough, he escaped often and most effectively. 
"Why are you back then ... what's up today?" they asked when he trailed home. 
All this hooky proved a fitting trial for Doña Rosita, who patiently endured to the last vagary after fancy, on account of his age. 
There were days, however (o black-letter days) when no wriggling out of the situation was possible. He was firmly marched to school and ceremoniously handed over like a much disputed gift, grimacing, all stiff and wilful.
So he had to find a way to get round this now. He hid in a large cupboard in Doña Rosita's kitchen, instead of haring off as normally. She was baffled expecting flight and searched and searched and searched for quite a while with no results. Leisurely he emerged, surveyed the ground, and - bolted out of the door she had left open behind her. Once clear, he strolled on home. 
"Tie him to a chair-leg," said Grandmother, in exasperation. 
Doña Rosita tied him down using the belt of his apron! 
As time went on, the little day-time lodger got used to being there and even made himself like going there, as children do, putting interest into what is essentially a dull situation. In his second year he was never missing; nobody need frog-march him into class any more. Blandly obedient, the devil lurked within, biding his time. 
With his large bag of books, paper and implements, he meekly trotted off to a daily grilling over the fires of knowledge stoked by the indefatigable Doña Rosita. And why was this? 
It may in part have been due to his new girl-friend Julieta. She flew into his life as a fantasy picture, at school, and at home in the house on the hill. 
One day while on forage indoors he found a hug fat round jar of cherries soaked in brandy. What a find! Delighted, he smuggled it into the attic, after some strenuous heaving and jangling of spoons, whispered advice, and stifled laughter. 
"Look what I’ve got," he said to his inseparable friend. 
They solemnly sat down to table before two boxes and a plank, and tucked in. The sharp stinging of the brandy on pink tongues made them soon stop. 
"What now?" said Miguelín. 
"Give them to the chickens" proposed the thoughtful Julieta. 
So they rained them down into the yard and soon a feast was in progress below. 
Meanwhile, the fumes were penetrating the sensibilities of the other occupants of the house. The deafening cackle of staggering and drunken chickens became muffled and curiously nervous, spasmodic, finally soundless altogether; then following general collapse, sideways and in slow-motion, as if torpedoed. Bags of dusty feathers littered the yard and somnolent squawking occasionally was heard. The turkeys took longer and pendulised their articulated necks vigorously, undecided as to whether they were on their feet or their feet on them. 
Grandmother got the shock of her life at feeding-time. She couldn't figure it out at all. She called Natalia out for the vet. 
The vet came and roared with laughter. 
"Elisa, this hen is drunk as a lord". 
What! How? And who?" Suspicion and investigation tallying with the incriminating evidence of uneaten cherries, the guilty couple had to turn Queen's evidence. 
Meanwhile, the rumpus in the yard continued... 











